Let S be a commutative ring with identity. Let T be a commutative S-algebra. A 8 (T) denotes the higher differential algebra over S, in the sense of Berger [1] or Kawahara-Yokoyama [5] , with an index set consisting of all nonnegative integers. {dr/#}n=o,i,2,... denotes the canonical higher ^-derivation of T into A S (T) . In case S is the ring of all integers, we use simplified notations A(T) and
Let R denote a complete discrete valuation ring, of a valuation v of unequal characteristic with maximal ideal m = (n). Assume that the characteristic of k=Rjm is p. Let P be a coefficient ring of R. Let {cj te r be a ^-independent base of k and let c t be a representative of c t chosen from P for every i e I\ The symbol A means the/?-adic completion of P-algebra. By arguments developed by Berger or Kawahara-Yokoyama in the cited papers, and formal smoothness and flatness of P over the prime local ring, we can deduce the following theorem. THEOREM 
^(P)
A =P[^pcJ^r ;n==0 ,i,2,... , where Pfr/pC.Lrjn-o.i.a.-.. is a polynomial ring over P in distinct indeterminates dpcjs.
For simplicity, we denote canonical images of dj t c l in A(Rf by the same notation dpc t , for i e V. Let {d n } n=0>lt2 ,... be the canonical higher derivation of the polynomial ring
Let f(X) be the Eisenstein polynomial over P such that/(7r)=0. Then we have the following formula for every «^1.
where the second sum of the middle term is taken for the sets of integers We can show that Ap(7r) is independent of the choice of {c t } ier .
Henceforth for a higher derivation {d n } n==0 ,i,2,... of P into P, R into R or k into fc, we always assume that 3°=the identity map. THEOREM 
The following four conditions are equivalent. (i) Every higher derivation ofP into P is extended to a higher derivation ofR into R.
(ii) A P (TT)^0 foralln=l 9 2 9 ---. (iii) A P (TT)^1 for alln=l 9 
9 -'. (iv) Every higher derivation of k into k is induced by a higher derivation ofR into R.
OUTLINE OF THE PROOF. The crucial point of the proof of this theorem is to show that (ii) implies (iii). Assume that (ii) is true and (iii) is false. Let n be the least integer such that A P (7r)=0. Let e be the degree off(X). We can show that there exists a higher derivation {9*} i==0tl>2 ,... of R into R such that d n w em. On the other hand, by the expansion of (d ne f)(7r) according to (1) we can show that d n -n G m, which is a contradiction. If k is perfect or if R is tamely ramified, R satisfies conditions in Theorem 2. OUTLINE OF THE PROOF. Let y be an isomorphism of P onto another coefficient ring P' which induces an identity map on k. Expressing %p as a sum of all components of a higher derivation as in Heerema [3] , it can be shown that ip is extended to an automorphism X of R by (i). ip is extended to an isomorphism of A P (R) onto A P ,(R). A P (R) and A P ,(R) being graded algebras, we compare Fitting ideals of i?-submodules of grade n of both algebras and deduce our theorem.
